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It's a busy time at GUE Headquarters so we've decided to add an extra update this quarter!
Scroll through for the basics, or click through for more information on the topics that interest
you. Miss our previous installments? Check out all of the past issues of our quarterly HQ
Updates to make sure you have all the latest here.

New! Partner Content on DiveGUE.tv

We are excited to announce that we
have launched our first Partner Content
series on DiveGUE.tv, the hugely
popular Human Factors Skills in Diving
Micro Class by Gareth Lock. No
DiveGUE.tv subscription required!
Why purchase through us? For $99 you’ll
receive access to the micro class and a
coupon for a 1-month free trial to
DiveGUE.tv, as well as an automatic
update to the revised micro class being
released later this year!
Click to learn more and enroll today!

It's conference time!
The 2017 GUE Conference is right around
the corner! Registration is open until
October 20th, but don't wait, sign up today!
The agenda, social information, and more
are all published so that you can start
planning your trip.
Get all of the details HERE!

DiveGUE.tv discounts now available
for GUE students and members!
DiveGUE.tv is excited to announce two
new offers for GUE members and
students! DiveGUE.tv was founded to
provide divers with high-quality
educational videos and a repository of
informational and inspiring underwater
films and documentaries.
Each subscription enables us to grow our
library and supports GUE’s global
nonprofit mission of education,
conservation, and exploration.
Check out the details of these offers here.

Are you getting the benefits of GUE
Membership?
GUE Members get access to Quest,
discounts at the GUE Store, and other
benefits including free exclusive apparel,
personalized gear stickers, access to
course materials, and more.
Find the level that's best for you at
www.gue.com/membership!

Miss our previous installments? All of our HQ Updates are archived at gue.com/updates so
you can make sure you have all the latest news.
Have feedback about HQ Updates? Email savannah@gue.com.
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